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Abstract Software testing often targets natural language

specification documents. The initial assumption is that
automation of creating test cases from natural language
specification is of benefit to speed up testing enabling a better
coverage of all possible test scenarios. The proposed enabling
principle for automatic generation of test cases is automatic
retrieval of logic for the interaction with an application. After
retrieving, interaction logics is transformed into decision tables.
Next, from decision tables it is possible to automatically generate
test cases. Because in our research we target Croatian natural
language, the assumption is that is it necessary to create a new
approach to achieve the set goal. The main research questions
posed in this paper are: "Is it possible to automatically generate
test cases from use-case specifications written in the Croatian
language?"; "Natural language processing tools for automatic
test-generation save the tester's time and effort while improving
the quality and coverage of the test cases?". The expected results
are to defining the method that using test-case generation tools
reduce the time and effort for software testers and improve the
test coverage of requirements.
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1

Introduction

Software testing is a fundamental activity to ensure the quality of software systems.
Test engineers conduct most (if not all) phases of software testing manually. One of
those phases is test-case design in which the human tester uses written (formal)
requirements (use-case specification), written often in natural language (NL), to
derive a set of test cases (Garousi et.al, 2015). IEEE (1998) recommends the
standard for software requirements specifications in praxis. The standard describes
consideration for producing a good software requirements specification, parts of
them and provide templates. Recommendations and standards intended to help:
software users (customers) to accurately describe what they wish to obtain; software
suppliers to understand exactly what the customer wants; individuals to develop and
define the format and content of software requirements specification (SRS) outline
for their organizations. Usually, test cases are created manually, so test case coverage
depends upon each individual tester's skill, preferences and knowledge. Under these
circumstances, it is difficult to create high coverage test cases. High coverage test
cases systematically consider all functionalities described in corresponding
specifications. The second characteristic stemming from leaning exclusively on
tester’s skills and experience is a demand to translate business rules specified in the
free form of natural language info formal use-case tests. In order to cover all
functionalities described in use-case specifications, it is important to find the correct
technique to retrieve software logics needed to test all possible interactions between
users and software. Semantic analysis technique facilitates the retrieval of interaction
logics enabling automatic creating of test cases. Once the interaction logics are
retrieved, they can be represented in the form of a decision table which subsequently
enables the creation of the test cases (Masuda et.al, 2013). Previous research studies
(Saeki (1989), Sneed (2007), Kim (2008), Uetsuki (2013)) consider software
specifications written in the English language. Engaging languages other than
English requires substantial adjustment of proposed techniques. For instance, if
specifications are in the Croatian language, for automatic generation of test-case
scenarios it is a prerequisite to include NLP techniques for the Croatian language.
Finally, by including adequate semantic analysis technique and tools for automated
test case generation, we believe that we will get a successful model for automated
test case generation from specifications written in Croatian. Specifically, we aim of
combining semantic analysis technique and tools for automated test case generation
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to create a model for automated test case generation from specifications written in
Croatian.
2

Problem definition

Creating test cases is a challenging and time-consuming endeavour in the process of
software testing which consists of test case generation, test execution, and test
evaluation. In the software test life cycle, test case generation takes 40-70% of that
process (Kulkarni & Joglekar, 2014). In the testing process, the practice is to
manually write the test cases based on the provided functional requirements of the
software. Under these circumstances, it is challenging to create high coverage test
cases, while testing requires covering and testing all functionalities in software as
described in use-case specifications. It is not uncommon that testers created test
cases that do not match which the product owner’s needs because not all the testers
have prior knowledge of how the system is working (Broek et.al, 2014). Auto
generation of test cases can contribute to saving money and time, improving the
quality of testing and ensuring better test coverage. Automatically generated test case
preferably ensure easier maintenance and reuse of test cases if deemed necessary.
These difficulties have led to the incorporation of different sub-fields/disciplines of
NLP to be ported and tested for automatic generation of test cases form
specifications written in natural language. Though natural language processing tasks
are closely intertwined, they are frequently subdivided into sub-fields/categories for
convenience. In this study, we are mainly tasked with information extraction (IE).
Information extraction (IE) is the task of automatically extracting structured
information from unstructured and/or semi-structured machine-readable
documents and other electronically represented sources. (Berti-Equille & BorgeHolthoefer, 2015). In planned work focus will be on automatic test-case generation
from use-case specifications written in the Croatian language. The reason stems
from the present situation in Croatian IT companies that are focused on the Croatian
market, hence services, software and specifications as well are written in Croatian.
Croatian is different from the English language, so it is worth noticing some major
differences. "Croatian is a highly flective Slavic language and words can have seven
different cases for singular and seven for plural, genders and numbers. The Croatian
word order is mostly free, especially in non-formal writing. These features place
Croatian among morphologically rich and mostly free word-order languages. English
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grammar has minimal inflection compared with most other Indo-European
languages, therefore it is considered to be analytic. English word order is almost
exclusively subject-verb-object. Both languages are characterized by an accentuation
system developed on syllables" (Martinčić-Ipšić et.al, 2016).
The research questions we put forth are:
RQ 1 - Is it possible to automatically generate test cases from use-case specifications
written in the Croatian language?
Sneed (2007) presented the automated testing of software against natural language
requirements. The approach was to analyze requirements and automatically extract
test cases. The tool is the text analyzer developed by the author. The text analyzer
scans through the requirements text to pick out potential test cases based on
keywords and sentence structure. The Sneed (2007) approach has an error discovery
rate of 89%. It is a much cheaper and more efficient way of exposing errors than a
pure manual test case selection process. In this case, over 95% of the potential
functions were covered, which means that the approach achieved higher functional
test coverage. Saeki et.al (1989) presented a software development process from
natural language specification. That was an approach to solve problems about
natural language specification by the process, which was defined as “design” and
“elaborate”. The approach was not applied for automatic derivation of test cases
from specifications in natural language processing. Kim et.al (2008) presented a
measurement of the level of quality control activities in software development.
Overall quality control score can be calculated by evaluation each of fourteen quality
metrics which are adopted as a key performance index constituting of quality control
level. As quality metrics are suggested the measurements of specification documents,
for examples, document defect density, document reusability and so on. Natural
languages are inherently ambiguous which makes the requirements documented in
use-case specification document unclear. This unclear requirement causes that
developers develop software which is different from the specification and discrepant
with customer needs (Sabriye & Zainon, 2017). Uetsuki et.al (2013) presented an
efficient software testing method by decision table verification. They propose a
knowledge creation method of software logic extracted automatically from the
programme source code. All possible programme paths are extracted from source
code, then converted into a decision table. The logic verification can be performed
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in a short time by comparing the decision table with a specification of software.
Matsuodani (2012) showed that retrieving logics from specification documents into
decision tables is beneficial and suggested the opportunities for future use of
decision table. The semantic analysis technique can detect ambiguity in the logic of
specification documents and feedback measurements for document quality. The
semantic analysis technique can feedback the analyst to write manually specification
documents more precise. The more exact we can describe logic in the specification
documents in advance, the less workload to fix of incorrect logic will be needed.
When experts did not understand the logic of the sentences, it must be something
incorrect in the sentences, it is called incorrect logic (Masuda et.al, 2015).
Our focus will be on applying the results of Croatian natural language processing
into software testing. We plan to propose a semantic analysis for testing logics
retrieval from Croatian use-case specifications. Garousi et.al (2018) points out that
many authors in previous research as dominant language use English for
requirements specification. Yet several research studies have been reported for other
languages. Masuda et al. in (Masuda et.al, 2013; Masuda et.al, 2015) have focused on
automatic test-case generation in Japanese (Masuda et.al, 2013; Masuda et.al, 2015)
while Yang et al. in (Yang et.al, 2017) develop testing from Chinese specification
documents. It is worth noticing that each natural language has specifics requiring
adjusted of semantic analysis techniques for logics retrieval. The semantic analysis
technique, besides facilitating automatic testing procedures can provide feedback on
improvement of the manually written specification. The more exact we can express
software logic in specification documents, the less workload will be in testing and
subsequently fixing of incorrect logic. To prove that the semantic technique works
properly, we plan to do a comparative analysis, which will be focused on automatic
test-case generation from English and Croatian use-case specifications.
RQ 2 - NLP tools for automatic test-generation save the tester's time and effort
while improving the quality and coverage of the test cases?
Ther are several possibilities for evaluation of the quality of the test cases generated
from natural language. The first is based on an activity diagram and activity graph.
Activity diagrams, also known as control flow and object flow diagrams, are one of
the UML (unified modelling language) behavioural diagrams. These diagrams are
suitable for business process modelling and can easily be used to capture the logic
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of a single use case, the usage of a scenario, or the detailed logic of a business rule
(OMG, 2020). Activity graph is a graphical method for showing dependencies
between tasks (activities) in a project (Oxford, 2016).
The parameters to assess the quality of the test cases generated from natural language
or activity diagram are the number of test cases created and the effort required to
create the test cases. Activity Diagrams are converted into activity graphs for the
purpose of visualization and to implement the algorithms. Since the test cases are
generated from the activity graph, the following criteria determine where the testing
process terminates and how good a test coverage does the generated activity graph
provide (Mingsong, 2006):
•

•

•

•

Activity Coverage - The generated test cases must ensure that all the
activity states in the diagram are covered sequentially, from the initial node
to the final node, at least once;
Path Coverage - The generated test cases must ensure that all possible
paths from the initial node to the final node are covered at least once in the
activity graph.
Transition Coverage - The generated test cases must ensure that all
possible transitions/edges from the initial node to the final node are
covered at least once in the activity graph.
Predicate Coverage or Branch Coverage - In the case of a decision node,
the generated test cases must cover the true and false logic paths of the
condition.

If the generated test cases are executed and linked to defects in the software
workflow, parameters such as rework ratio, defect detection percentage, and test
execution rates can be used to verify the quality of the test cases.
The effort required to generate the test cases is the average time taken to generate
the test cases (Elghondakly et.al, 2015).
Test Case Productivity (TCP) is defined as the ratio of the number of test
steps/test case generated to the effort (in hours) taken to generate these test steps
(Gulechha, 2009).
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Importance of research (why it is worthy of doctoral research)

The focus of our research is the automatic generation of test cases from use-case
specifications using natural language processing to Croatian documents. Software
testing according to natural language specification documents is the standard
approach for system and acceptance testing (Sneed, 2007). Since we are targeting the
Croatian natural language, this is currently an unexplored problem. In this stage of
the research, we are aiming to find the right methodology, methods and techniques.
At this point, it is not clear to conclude with certainty whether the studied problem
will require a creation of a novel technique or will be possible to adapt the existing
technique. From previous research dealing with other languages, eg Japanese
(Masuda et.al, 2013), we see that this technique needs to include the testing logics
retrieval from harmonization between natural language processing techniques and
software testing. So our first step will include the study of portability of existing
technique to new software testing domain and in Croatian natural language,
preferably followed by the development of new technique. Harmonization between
natural language processing techniques and software testing is crucial to ensure
success to develop test cases.
4

Methodology

In the first phase, we plan to conduct a survey in the form of a systematic literature
mapping (classification) and systematic literature review. Objectives are to
summarize the state-of-the-art in NLP-assisted software testing. It could open
potential directions in utilizing NLP-based techniques for Croatian language and
providing an overview of the research areas. For data analysis, we plan to use the
automated content analysis approach, which is based on algorithms that use
probabilistic topic models (Blei, 2012). Additionally, for the literature review we plan
to use a text analytics tool, which automatically analyses text documents to identify
high-level concepts and provide key ideas and insights from the text, eg
“Leximancer“ (Leximancer, 2020). We believe that the literature review will help us
to find methods to achieve the previously defined aims.
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Based on relevant papers, we plan to propose a semantic analysis technique of logics
retrieval for Croatian use-case specifications. The analysis technique can feedback
on how we write manually specification documents precisely. The more correct we
can describe the logic on specification documents in advance, the less workload to
fix incorrect logic.
After the definition of the analysis technique, we plan to verify their relevance by
using NLP tools. The success of generating test cases from requirements strongly
depends on the right selection and usage of an appropriate NLP method. Initially,
we plan to use the Stanford Parser, which offers a broad variety of NLP-related
functionalities (Manning et.al, 2014). Stanford Parser supports Croatian (human)
languages and it is a frequently used parsing tool. Afterwards, there is a possibility
of adding another NLP tools like “NLTK” (NLTK, 2020)).
Ultimately, we plan to carry out the experiment in the Croatian Financial Agency
FINA - Informatics Sector / IT Service Development Department / Department
of verification solutions who is in charge of public service testing on a daily basis.
Software requirements which testers using in everyday work are defined in use-case
specifications written on Croatian natural language. We plan to verify that the
defined model provides answers to our research questions, and what are the specific
benefits of our approach.
5

Preliminary/Expected results

The expected results of using test-case generation tools are: (1) reducing the time
and effort for testers and (2) improving the test coverage of requirements. We plan
to conduct the testing experiment in two groups of testers. The first group of 2
testers will be given 10 use-case specification for manual test case generation, and
the same use-case specification will be given to the other set of 2 testers for
automatic test generation, such as proposed in the doctoral dissertation. The results
obtained from both groups of testers will be compared with ground truth which will
be prepared in advance. Expected results are that the automatic method takes less
time as compared to the manual method (quantified by the number of test cases and
test steps). We opt to ensure that the increased number of test cases, test steps, and
Test Case Productivity generated using the automatic method provide more
coverage of the functionality than the manual method. We will evaluate the coverage
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of each of the test cases written by the user manually and generated by the user
automatically. Also, we expect that we will show that the semantic analysis technique
could retrieve testing logics from Croatian natural language specification documents.
Finally, by using the correct semantic analysis technique and NLP tools for
automated test case generation, we believe that we will develop a successful model
for automated test case generation from a use-case specification written in Croatian.
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